
 

 

Helping Employers quickly and efficiently 
identifying their next superstar! 

 

The current candidate landscape now differs significantly to that of pre-COVID, which has 
meant that there are now many, many people looking to secure new roles. 

 
Whilst, in theory, this is great for employers, as they have a vast pool of talent to search 

from, the reality is actually very different! 
 

We have helped clients recently who have been inundated with direct applicants, to the 
point it has been unmanageable for the internal recruitment teams. 

 
We have subsequently launched several new / enhanced services to help ease this potential 

bottleneck in the recruitment process, all backed up with detailed reporting analytics: 
 

• Initial CV “sifting” – We can review each CV you receive, compare against your key 
requirements and forward only those with the most relevant experience – providing 
significant time saving for your internal recruiting function. 

• Candidate shortlisting – In conjunction with our “sifting” process, we can undertake 
initial telephone interviews, based against a standard (and mutually agreed) scoring 
matrix, to ensure all the key skills, experience and cultural “fit” of the progressed 
candidates are met. 

• Face to face interview – We offer a second stage interview service to provide a final 
stage candidate that are absolutely aligned to your key drivers. 

• Salary / benefits benchmarking – Ensuring your compensation package is in line 
with the market requirements and current conditions to attract the right candidates. 

• Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) – We review your current recruitment 
process, identify improvements and partner with your internal teams to develop a 
continuous improvement program – this can be for a single role, organisational 
design project or across your entire business. 
 
Even if you don’t have any vacancies, please feel free to contact us with regard 

to market conditions, salary benchmarking or recruitment advice and we will be happy 
to help! 

info@consideredrecruitment.co.uk 
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